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Enterprise Greece, the official Investment and Export Promotion Agency of Greece, is organizing an Investment 
Roundtable in Renaissance Hotel, Arc de Triomphe, Paris on the 27th of November 2018. The objective of 
the roundtable «Greece: A worldwide destination for GBS and SSCs» is to outline the unique advantages and 
strengths of the country for the establishment of such service centers. 

Investment Roundtable

Tuesday 27 November 2018
18:00 Registration and Coffee

18:10 Opening remark note
 Grigoris Stergioulis, Chairman, Enterprise Greece

18:20  Greece at your business' services
 Constantinos Angelopoulos, Director of Investment Promotion, Enterprise Greece

18:55  Imerys in Greece: Key Drivers for establishing a shared services location 
 Christophe Boden, Internal Efficiency Director, Imerys
 Bertrand Allard, Partner, Argon Consulting

19:25  Alstom's projects and investments in Greece and future planning
 Laurent Duverger, Finance Director Nordic & Eastern Europe, Alstom 

19:40  Q&As

20.00 Networking Cocktail 

Agenda

Tuesday 27 November 2018

18:00 Registration and Coffee

18:10 Opening remark note
 Stergioulis Grigoris, Chairman, Enterprise Greece

18:20  Greece at your business service
 Angela Michalopoulou, Director General for Investments, Enterprise Greece

18:55  Case Study - Key Drivers for a shared services location 

19:10  Case Study - XXXXX’s Projects and investments in Greece and future planning

19:25  Case Study - XXXXX’s Projects and investments in Greece and future planning

19:40  Q&As

20.00 Networking Cocktail 

Enterprise Greece, the official Investment and Export Promotion Agency of Greece, is organizing an Investment 
Roundtable in Renaissance Hotel, Arc de Triomphe, Paris on the 27th of November 2018. The objective of the 
roundtable «Greece in the Spotlight: A worldwide destination for GBS and SSSCs» is to outline the unique 
advantages and strengths of the country for the establishment of such service centers. 

Why Invest in Greece
• Greece is a unique investment destination combining the timeless competitive advantages with the advantages of a 

developed country 
• Greece offers excellent geostrategic location at the crossroads of three continents
• Greece is an EU member country, enjoying stability, security and prosperity making it a unique location to live 
• Telecommunications infrastructure is in place 
• Greece offers affordable and competitive living cost in a developed Mediterranean economy as well us competitive Real 

estate prices
• The employment framework is flexible while multilingual human capital is available at competitive wage rates

Greece as your next SSCs
• Tax exemptions
• Cash grants
• Leasing subsidy (leasing)
• Wage costs subsidy

• Financial instruments (capital participation, 
 loan guarantee, loan etc)
• Fixed tax regime for a certain period of time
• Rapid licensing 

Greece offers a friendly and modern legal framework for 
the establishment of Intra-Group Service Centers which 
enjoy the following benefits:

• Flexibility with regards to the type of the business entity, which can be established 
• Simple, fast and transparent licensing process, through a ONE STOP SHOP service 
• Legal certainty with pre-defined profit margin on costs, between 5% and 10%, set separately for 
 each company in accordance with the OECD instructions for intra-group transaction 
• Residence and work permits for its foreign staff for as long as they are employed in the company. 
• Investment Incentives for Intragroup Services include Wage Cost or Wage Cost + ICT Infrastructure 

Investment Roundtable

Agenda

Stergioulis Grigoris, Chairman Enterprise Greece

Grigoris Stergioulis was appointed Chairman of Enterprise Greece in June 2018. He is a chemical engineer and holds 
a Master’s degree in Advanced Integrated Design from the Houldsworth School of Applied Sciences, University of Leeds 
in the UK, from where he graduated with distinction. He has extensive professional experience in the oil industry and has 
worked in various companies both in Greece and abroad.

Since 1984 he has held various managerial positions in different areas of the Hellenic Petroleum Group. He was a 
member of the management team responsible for the upgrade of the Aspropyrgos refinery during the period 1984-1987, 
where he was assigned several design and process activities, mainly in process control and production optimization. During 
the period 2008-2014, he was the Project Coordinator for the upgrade of the Elefsina refinery. In May 2015, Mr. Stergioulis 
was appointed as Managing Director of Hellenic Petroleum SA, a position he held for three years.

Since February 2017, Mr. Stergioulis sits as a Councilor of the General Council of the Bank of Greece, while in June 
2018, he was appointed to the Board of Directors of  LARCO.

He speaks English and French

Angela Michalopoulou, Director General for Investments, Enterprise Greece

Dr. Angela Michalopoulou, Director General for Investments at Enterprise Greece (former Invest in Greece Agency), 
is a Chemical Engineer and holds a PhD in Chemical Engineering from the University of Patras and an MBA from the 
Athens Lab for Business Administration. Dr. Michalopoulou has twenty-five years of experience working with international 
companies in several sectors such as technology, pharmaceuticals, logistics, food, energy and tourism. Before joining 
Enterprise Greece she was Head of Unit at the Managing Authority of the Greek Information Society Program and 
prior to that position she was coordinator of the SMwEs support and technology transfer network at the Federation 
of Greek Industries. Dr. Michalopoulou during her 20 years at Enterprise Greece has been dealing with investment 
promotion, project evaluation, international lobbying and match-making activities. She organized the Front Office of 
the organization, one of the best globally according to World Bank and the Investment Promotion Unit of Enterprise 
Greece launching numerous outreach activities in BRICS, USA and EU. She leads a team of 10 Investment Executives 
and represents Enterprise Greece in several governmental committees and working groups. SP
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Greece also offers a friendly and modern legal framework for the establishment 
of Intra-Group Service Centers which enjoy the following benefits:

• Flexibility with regards to the type of the business entity, which can be established 
• Simple, fast and transparent licensing process, through a ONE STOP SHOP service 
• Legal certainty with pre-defined profit margin on costs
• Residence and work permits for its foreign staff for as long as they are employed in the company. 
• Investment Incentives such as Wage Subsidy or Wage + ICT Infrastructure Subsidy  

Constantinos Angelopoulos, Director of Investment Promotion, Enterprise Greece
Constantinos Angelopoulos, during the last fourteen years, has been designing, assessing, promoting and supporting investments 
and investment policies. He has gained significant experience as policy advisor and business facilitator working for both the public 
and the private sector. Since 2009, he has been serving at Enterprise Greece (former Invest in Greece Agency). Recently, he was 
appointed Director of Investment Promotion, supervising the relevant activities of the Agency. In the past, he has served as Member 
of Board of Directors of companies/public authorities, and he held advisory positions at the Ministries of Economy and Finance, 
and Development. He holds a BEng in Mechanical Engineering from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece and a MSc in 
Operational Research from the London School of Economics (LSE), UK. 

Laurent Duverger, Finance Director Nordic & Eastern Europe, Alstom
Mr. Laurent Duverger has 27 years of Experience in Finance and auditing. He holds a master degree in Law & Tax regulation from
Pantheon Assas Univeristy, Paris. He also studied business management at “Institut Superior De Gestion”. Started his professional career
at EY as Audit manager in 1991, then in 2001 became the financial director for Asia at Qualipac cosmetics. Laurent Joined Alstom in 2006
in China of Greek Industries. Dr. Michalopoulou during her 20 years at Enterprise Greece has been dealing

Grigoris Stergioulis, Chairman, Enterprise Greece
Grigoris Stergioulis was appointed Chairman of Enterprise Greece in June 2018. He is a chemical engineer and holds a Master’s 
degree in Advanced Integrated Design from the Houldsworth School of Applied Sciences, University of Leeds in the UK, from 
where he graduated with distinction. He has extensive professional experience in the oil industry and has worked in various 
companies both in Greece and abroad. Since 1984 he has held various managerial positions in different areas of the Hellenic 
Petroleum Group. He was a member of the management team responsible for the upgrade of the Aspropyrgos refinery during 
the period 1984-1987, where he was assigned several design and process activities, mainly in process control and production 
optimization. During the period 2008-2014, he was the Project Coordinator for the upgrade of the Elefsina refinery. In May 2015, 
Mr. Stergioulis was appointed as Managing Director of Hellenic Petroleum SA, a position he held for three years. Since February 
2017, Mr. Stergioulis sits as a Councilor of the General Council of the Bank of Greece, while in June 2018, he was appointed to 
the Board of Directors of  LARCO. He speaks English and French

Bertrand Allard, Partner, Argon Consulting
Bertrand Allard has 20 years of experience in finance and support functions performance improvement. He has led many 
global transformation programs, mainly in Oil & Gas, Utilities, Services, Aerospace & Defense, mining, and Telecommunications. 
His areas of expertise include shared services implementation and optimization, business process outsourcing, support functions 
transformation following acquisition or divestiture/carve-out, business process improvement of finance and administrative processes, 
and competitiveness programs with a focus on SG&A reduction and performance management. More specifically regwarding 
Shared Services, Bertrand Allard has experience in EMEA, Americas, and Asia Pacific. He helps clients in both Strategy & Design, 
and Implementation & Optimization phases. Bertrand is currently delivering Digital transformation projects in support functions, 
leveraging on latest technologies (SaaS Cloud solutions, RPA & IA, digital enablers). Prior to joining Argon Consulting, Bertrand was 
Vice President at Capgemini Consulting in charge of Support Functions Transformation. He started his career as a financial controller 
at Renault Group. Bertrand holds a MBA from Henley Business School, University of Reading, UK  

Why Invest in Greece
• Greece is a unique investment destination combining the advantages of a developed country with the 

opportunities of an emerging economy 
• Greece is located at an excellent geostrategic location at the crossroads of three continents
• Greece is an EU member country, enjoying stability, security and prosperity making it a unique location to live in
• Telecommunications infrastructure is in place 
• Greece offers affordable and competitive living cost in a developed Mediterranean economy as well as 

competitive Real estate prices
• The employment framework is modern while highly educated human capital is available
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Athens: 109 Vasilissis Sophias, 115 21 Athens, Greece
Thessaloniki: 36 Tsimiski, 546 21 Thessaloniki, Greece

Tel: +30 210 335 5700

email: info@enterprisegreece.gov.gr
website: www.enterprisegreece.gov.gr/

Enterprise Greece – Invest & Trade 
Enterprise Greece is the official agency of the Greek State, under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Economy and Development, to promote investment in Greece, exports 
from Greece, and make Greece more attractive as an international business partner.


